Presenter Line-Up at Orbit Fitness Festival 2022
(All sessions are 45 mins unless otherwise stated)
AIMEE CATER
Disco Yoga - Friday 8pm - Enjoy blissful, energising sequences to a glorious mix
of disco classics to liberate your mind, body and soul and take you to Boogie
Wonderland!
Early Morning Yoga & Self Massage - Saturday 8am - Cleanse and energise the
body ready for your day of activities. Start off slow; waking up the joints and
muscles with mobilisation and self-massage, before igniting your inner fires with a
dynamic vinyasa flow sequence.

CARRIE PHILLIPS
HulaFit! - Saturday 11am & Sunday 1pm - It’s a feel good workout suitable for all
levels so if you’ve never Hula hooped before don’t worry. Come along, grab a hoop
and give it a spin! HulaFit brings you tried and tested techniques that are easy to
follow. It's a fantastic way to improve strength, burn calories, improve coordination
and work those muscles. You'll jog, jump, squat and spin as well as working on your
balance while hula hooping.

COLZY EVANS
Winner of 'Male Fitness Instructor of the Year' at the FIT PRO AWARDS 21.
Bumper Burner - Friday 4pm - An aerobic Legs, Bums & Tums class using the
best Soca tunes to get you sweating and toning whilst smiling through the whole
workout. You won’t be doing your traditional squats and lunges, you will be whining
and booty popping to work muscles you normally wouldn’t work.
Soca Aerobics - Saturday 11am - A body-weighted dance fitness class
incorporating basic dance steps inspired by the magic and energy of a Caribbean
Carnival. The class is just like playing masquerade, waving your colourful rags and
flags, jumping and whining to the very best Caribbean music! Join the carnival!
CORIN RYALLS GARBETT
Creative Yoga Flow - Friday 4pm - Express yourself freely in this creative Vinyasa
Flow class where body autonomy is encouraged. Mind, body and spirit meet on the
mat and leave feeling calmed, nourished and creatively challenged.
Pole Fitness - Saturday 4pm & Sunday 11am - A challenging, fun new way to get
fit! Learn the basic transitions, spins and moves on the pole in a super supportive,
friendly and uplifting environment.

EMMA JOY
“Mindset of A Runner” Talk - Sunday 12 noon - Emma is a personal trainer
based in London whose main passion is distance running. She's a qualified
‘Leadership in Running Fitness’ coach with England Athletics currently working with
clients who are beginning their journey with running or training for a quicker race as
well as teaching classes in HIIT, circuits & indoor cycling. After taking a foundation
course in life coaching, she decided that she wanted to work with a fitness mindset.

FLZ FIT
BARZ with Jermaine Fieldz - Saturday 9am - Build lean muscle and burn fat in
this full body workout using the unique versatile EQ Barz. Jermaine runs the only
class of this type in the UK and is one of only three UK Master Trainers.
Challenging but adaptive to all abilities, not one to miss!
Self Love Talk & Meditation with Adele Fieldz - Saturday 11am
BoxBeat - Sunday 12 noon - This is a punch and kick combos class, combat style,
set to banging tunes. Non contact, powerful, quick paced and fierce to get you
fighting fit and stress free!
HOLLY LYNCH
Winner of 'Female Personal Trainer Of The Year' at FIT PRO AWARDS 21.
HIITCARDIO - Sunday 10am - A bodyweight only, high-intensity interval training
workout that improves endurance, increases power and burns hundreds of calories.
HIITCARDIO is the world's greatest infusion of high energy house music and
powerful calorie burning HIIT moves. The workout is vocally led by MC Stylie.

JESS BAKER
"Tame Your Inner Critic" Talk - Friday 6pm
Jess Baker is a Chartered Psychologist, award-winning coach. She’ll be presenting
"Tame Your Inner Critic" as part of our inspirational speakers programme. If you’ve
ever stepped outside your comfort zone, taken on a challenge or tried something
new, you’ll have heard your inner critic tell you things like: ‘You’re not good enough,
you’ll fail and humiliate yourself, you’ll never be successful so why bother?’ Well,
you’re not alone! Sometimes our inner critic can be on 24/7, but there’s lots of
things you can do to tune into your self-compassionate voice instead.
KAREN GIBSON
Winner of Female Fitness Instructor of the Year AND "Dance Based Workout of the
Year" at FitPro Awards 2021.
SOULSA® - Saturday 1pm - This unique low impact, high energy workout is set to
a wide range of music genres - anything from 80's, Pop, Soca, Afro Beats, Salsa
and Soul! There's something for everyone and inclusive to all fitness levels.
SOULSA® is an amazing, feel good workout using mini, LED flashing tambourines.
Loving the disco vibes…

LUCY LOLLIPOP WEBSTER
Aerial Hoop - Saturday 1pm & Sunday 12 noon - For anyone unfamiliar with
lollipop, it's a new, fun and exciting discipline that incorporates an aerial hoop (lyra)
attached to the top of a freestanding stage pole, creating opportunities for
exploration of shapes and transitions between hoop and pole. During Lucy's
sessions, students will learn the latest lollipop conditioning exercises, poses, spins
and combinations on the apparatus, along with proper technique while executing
them.All abilities are welcome to Lucy's sessions- from complete beginner to
advanced, as progressions and regressions can be provided to cater for your level.
LUCY T FITNESS
Runner up Female Fitness Instructor of The Year 2021 Fit Pro Awards.
Decades Reloaded - Saturday 3pm - A nostalgic blast from the past! Dance
fitness that has been specifically designed to help you dance your way to a better
day. Utilising the psychological benefits of group exercise, dance, nostalgic music
and a socially connected community to support better mental health. Any decade,
any genre!
Millennial Mash-up - Sunday 9am - Decades Reloaded meets Generation X.
Decades Reloaded's sassy sibling, Millennial Mashup, encompasses all of the original psychological
benefits of Decades Reloaded with fun, sassy, high energy dance and combat inspired routines to uplifting
music this side of the millennium!
MATT GARCIA
HIIB® - Saturday 10.30am (30 mins) - The original HIIT boxing class, which saw
Matt receive the MINDBODY Visionary Award. All the benefits of High Intensity
Interval Training, in a thrilling boxing-style format for a truly full body work-out,
HIIB® leaves you exhausted, exhilarated and with the skills of a boxer to boot, all
within 30 minutes. We are delighted that Matt himself will be delivering both HIIB®
and BoxingYoga™ at Orbit this year. No equipment is required for either class, other
than a yoga mat for BoxingYoga™.
BoxingYoga™ - Saturday 2pm - Referred to as 'one of the best classes in the UK'
by Men's Health, BoxingYoga™ is the original yoga-based training method for core
strength, body power and injury prevention. Over a flow class of almost 60 minutes, BoxingYoga™ explores
and promotes coordination, body awareness and correct posture alignment, helping to build strength both
mentally and physically, as well as shorten recovery time and cultivate relaxation and muscular tension
release.
MATT ROGAN
'The Secret Power of Sport & Exercise' Talk - Sunday 10am
Matt is a dad, runner, author, speaker and sports insider who will join us to share
how we are at the beginning of a very special time for sport and exercise in Britain.
This will be a glass-half-full look at what lacing up our trainers really is the very best
thing we could spend our time doing. Sharing stories from his conversations with
the likes of Joe Wicks, Greg Searle, Dr.Tamsin Lewis, Dr Sally Lewis, Martin Yelling
and even running-obsessed Rockstar Johnny Marr and his recent book ‘All to Play
For: How Sport Can Reboot Our Future’, Matt will spend a feel-good hour helping
you look very differently at what it means to lace your trainers up and get moving.

THE MIDLIFE MENTORS
“The Science of Staying Young” Talk - Saturday 12 noon
“How To Naturally Navigate A Happy & Healthy Perimenopause & Menopause”
Talk - Saturday 3pm
Claire & James Davis are the husband and wife team behind multi-award winning
coaching and fitness company 38 Degrees North and coaching company The
Midlife Mentors.The couple have a successful midlife health podcast "The Midlife
Mentors" and their passion is helping midlifers achieve not only the body but also
the lifestyle they deserve. Using a science based approach, leveraging their
backgrounds in psychology, coaching and NLP, empowers individuals with the tools and knowledge they
need to make positive changes to their lives.
NICOLA FLOYD
Bounce Dancefit - Saturday 12 noon - A high-energy, choreographed
dance/fitness class that will change the way you view your workout. Designed to get
you in shape while enjoying the latest street dance hits, including hip-hop,
waacking, vogueing, twerking and more! The class offers an energetic and
consistent cardiovascular exercise that will have you sweating in style.
Badass - Sunday 2pm - A choreographed fitness class designed to get in shape
while enjoying different styles of Street Dance and Combat. It is a class that focuses
on all elements of fitness, conditioning, cardiovascular, flexibility, coordination and balance. Each of the
sessions are easy to follow, ideal for toning your muscles, burning calories, improving your balance and
playing everything to the rhythm of the BADASS tunes. Build your Confidence - Be Fierce - Find Your Inner
BADASS!
NICOLA WAI-SHEE CHAN
"Perfectly Imperfect" Talk - Saturday 2pm - Nicola shares her personal story of
battling with body image from a young age, her time in the fitness industry and how
she became a body confidence coach. She now runs workshops in schools all
across Merseyside teaching the future generation the importance of body
acceptance and self love. She is currently writing a children's book and hopes to
have this included as part of the school curriculum. If you are a dieter and struggling
with binge eating or obsessing about your weight then this is for you.
I Accept Myself Meditation - Sunday 4pm - As a festival finale, it's time to be present... Colour yourself in
kindness, ground yourself in nature and allow the weekends’ events to sink into your subconscious mind.
Meet yourself, all versions of you and find a place of acceptance and serenity as you let Nicola guide you
with Hypnotic and NLP themed Meditation.
PENNY METCALF
“Mindfulness For Busy People” Talk - Sunday 9am - Penny runs mindfulness
sessions for both individuals and those in the workplace. She makes mindfulness
possible however busy you are by making small changes to bring about a huge
difference in how you feel and how you perform. She is also one of the UK’s first
mindful running coaches and offers mindful running sessions for individuals and
running clubs. Mindfulness can help you perform & feel better, both mentally and
physically - at work, at home, as an athlete, or in any area of life that you wish to
thrive.

PETE WOOLLARD
GroupSparring - Saturday 2pm - Pete, a master trainer for Boxercise, will be
delivering this new fast paced, combat fitness concept from Italy which mixes
pre-boxing pad work with group fitness music. Learning new and exciting
combinations, making the sessions fun for all. Either contact or non contact and
suitable for all ages and abilities.

ROCKBOX
RockBox - Friday 5pm & Saturday 6pm - Creators, Jade Hendon & Sharon
Clifton saw a gap in the fitness industry for an interval training based class that
combined a mix of Boxercise for cardio with toning routines using drum sticks & air
guitars for a fun element. With the added niche of rock music as an alternative to
usual playlists this is an empowering, non-competitive workout, inclusive for all
fitness levels. Are you ready to Rock?!

RUTH RUNS
“Marathon Training Q&A” Talk - Saturday 4pm - Ruth began her running journey
back in 2001 after entering a ‘Race for Life’ with her best friend. Her Dad was
looking for a way to get fit and so she would come home from University at the
weekends to run with him. Today, Ruth's favourite distance is the marathon - "You
have to have massive respect for this distance no matter what your speed or ability.
Sometimes it will beat you and you never know when. All you can do is prepare
your mind as much as your body."
RUNZEN - Stuart McLeod
Mindfulness For Runners Workshop - Saturday 10am (90 mins) - Whether you
are an experienced runner or just starting out, RUN:ZEN’s workshops introduce
mindfulness skills that can help you to run with more enjoyment and awareness,
prevent injury through learning good form and find greater all-round well-being.
This workshop is suitable for anyone able to run for at least 25 minutes at a slow
pace, without the need for frequent stops.
Tai Chi Movements for Wellbeing (TMW) - Sunday 9am - A specially-developed
sequence of movements which promotes physical and emotional well-being. With origins in both Tai Chi
and Chi Kung, the TMW sequence distils elements of these arts into a simplified form. The beauty of TMW
is that it can be practised both seated and standing, making its benefits accessible to all.
SAF BIRD
Shimmy Into Shape - Friday 7pm - Saf Bird has been running belly dance classes
for over 20 years. Bellydance is a great whole body, low impact workout which
targets your core and posture through dance. The dance builds layers of
movements to the music using isolations, whilst also strengthening your
coordination and balance.

SANDRA BARNES
The Goddess Within with Sandra & Sofia - Friday 6pm - Come & connect to the
gifts of the feminine & honour your inner Shakti. Through juicy, nourishing
movement, woven together with positive affirmations, guided meditations, beautiful
visualisations, uplifting mantras & beyond. Culminating with a deep relaxation &
soothing sound bath.
Elemental Alchemy Dance Journey & Ceremony - Saturday 12 noon Journey
through body, being and beyond. Joining together in ceremonies are a way to
gather and honour life and the part we play within its rich tapestry. Explore expression, as music takes us
on an elemental journey, through freedom of movement diving into our elemental wisdom's. Culminating
with a sound bath, allowing our energy to settle and return home. Suitable for all.
Earth Salutation - Sunday 3pm - Honouring the animal kingdom, we will connect to over 24 different
species as we flow through a sequence of creature based poses. Roar like a lion, be humble like a rabbit
and fly strong like an eagle. Ending with a soothing sound bath and word journey. Suitable for all, especially
families.
SOPHIE WARD
Yang to Yin Yoga - Sunday 8am - A class to help restore balance from within.
Re-energise with a creative vinyasa flow, working to build heat and strength within
the body and ease tension, allowing our breath and our life force to flow freely.
Then calm down the nervous system as we wind down and melt into some passive
poses, letting go and allowing us to get deep into the connective tissue to increase
flexibility. Ending with a blissful relaxation!

VICKIE WILKES
Totally Shredded - Saturday 9am - Incorporating combat & HIIT, Totally Shredded
has shown to reduce body composition by shredding inches from the body. It also
has strength & conditioning properties plus cardiovascular benefits & metabolic
boosting advantages. The class is designed & developed for any fitness level,
combining music & an atmosphere that will leave you exhilarated & wanting more!
Boogie Bounce - Friday 6pm & Sunday 3pm - Boogie Bounce is a complete
exercise programme performed on a mini trampoline with T-Bar Handle. The
programme consists of a highly effective HIIT cardio section followed by a toning section to engage bums,
tums & thighs. Every muscle in the body is worked, even the facial muscles! A highly addictive, fun &
energetic programme for all shapes, sizes & capabilities.
VICTORIA WAITES
Power Pilates - Saturday 10am - A strict and powerful practice that focuses on
the core. Precision and discipline build strength and tone within the whole body,
and learn to work seriously hard without high impact movements. This is a mat
based practice that will leave you feeling stronger, taller, focused and 'put together'.
Wild Power Flow - Sunday 11am - A Vinyasa flow yoga practice that will get your
body warm, senses tingling and your heart laughing. Wild really is the best word to
describe Victoria and her teaching style, explore playful sequences that will work
your whole body, feel the beat of the music, let your hair down and find freedom!

WEZ WATSON
Clubbercise - Friday 9pm - Get your glow on to throwback classic 90’s and 00’s
house dance tunes! Glow sticks keep you lit up and looking fantastic as we dance
ourselves fit…
Metafit - Saturday 10am (30 mins) - Short, sharp, intense metabolic calorie burn
that's not for the faint hearted! Banging beats and pyramid body weight training to
ignite your metabolism…

WILD WOLF MOVEMENT
Yin & Yoga Nidra - Saturday 4pm - Yin is a very slow style of yoga where the
poses (which are mostly seated or lying) are held for a few minutes at a time,
encouraging stress to release, improving mobility and flexibility. Practising Yin
hugely complements all dynamic sports and yoga, helping to prevent injury as well
as soothing the nervous system. This will be followed by a deeply relaxing guided
Yoga Nidra meditation to help release any lingering tension in the mind and set you
up for the best night's sleep!
Partner/Group Yoga - Sunday 1pm - Join Marie as we explore a blend of solo and partner yoga that will
leave you feeling strong, flexible and thoroughly stretched! You can expect lots of laughs, giggles and a
collection of new poses to practice with friends and family.

